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Senior Java developer
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Company: HealthTech Innovations Teknoloji AS

Location: Ankara

Category: other-general

We are looking for a Senior Java Developer to manage the software development life cycle,

from planning and prioritizing to testing and release. Senior Java Developer responsibilities

include gathering system and user requirements, building Java modules and testing features

before release. If you have hands-on experience developing software with agile

methodologies and are ready to lead our junior developers, we’d like to meet you. Ultimately,

you will deploy and maintain functional, secure and high-quality applications.

Responsibilities

Develop Java EE applications

Prioritize, assign and execute tasks throughout the software development life cycle

Write well-designed, efficient code

Review, test and debug team members’ code

Ensure our applications are secure and up-to-date

Nice to have: knowledge of the FHIR model for clinical data

Requirements

Work experience as a Senior Java Developer or similar role

Experience designing, building and testing Java EE applications
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In-depth knowledge of popular Java frameworks like JSF and Spring MVC

Experience with Object-Oriented Design (OOD)

Good delegation and time management skills

Problem-solving abilities

BSc in Computer Science, Engineering or relevant field

Benefits

We are a Ankara-based  eHealth company that is certified and dedicated to enhancing

the quality of life for numerous individuals. If you are seeking an opportunity to contribute to

the development of impactful applications, join our team and make a difference. Currently,

we have a team of 15 professionals located in different EU member states, but we would like

to have the entire dev team located at our Ankara offices.

Why start working with us:

You will be able to work together with /and learn from other smart people, who care about

building quality software as much as you do.

You will enjoy working in tight-knit Scrum teams, focused on delivering quality work at

the end of each sprint.

You won’t be doing systematic overtime. If your team is running late on a project, we

expect you to bring this up to management, not work late hours to keep up.

You will be listened to by your peers. Everybody’s voice matters here.

You will also get flexible hours and will work in a pleasant working environment, but:

no working at night and sleeping during daytime.. :-)!

We respect your culture and traditions

Salary range between 90.000 and 110.000 TRY per month Gross.
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